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Abstract:
Beginning with the fact that performant strategies of the financial institutions have
programmes and management procedures for the banking risks, which have as main
objective to minimize the probability of risk generation and the bank’s potential exposure,
this paper wants to present the operational risk measurement. Therefore, the first part
presents the conceptual approach of the operational risks through the point of view of the
financial institutions exposed to this type of risk. The second part describes different
measurement methods for the operational risk. The final part of this article presents the
approach assumed by a financial institution with a precise purpose: the quantification of
the minimum capital requirements of the operational risk∗.
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1. Introduction
In the last period of time the changes that took place on the financial market,
because of the development of new activities and implementation of new products,
generate new types of risks, more complex and bigger. A recent category is
represented by the relative operational risk, for which the Basel Committee
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∗

Taking into consideration the values obtained we can mention that in the case of Standard
Approach we have a different percentage of the needed capital in comparison with the
Advanced Approach. Therefore in the second case we concluded that the percentage needed
by a bank is 12, which is less than 15, the percentage needed in the first case.
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elaborated standards and regulations. In this way it was recognized the impact of this
risk for the activity of the credit institution.
The past experiences indicated that in the case in which the financial
institution has not an adequate risk management, it is exposed to jeopardis which
can transform into important losses. These losses can generate even the cessation of
the institution activity.
The Basel Committee considers the operational risk a distinct category, as the
credit risk or the market risk. It defines the operational risks as „the risk of direct or
indirect loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and
systems or from external events”. It also takes into consideration the legal risk, but
excludes categorical the strategic and reputational risks.
According to Merrill Lynch, this definition does not explain clearly how
should be interpreted the nature and the measure of the indirect losses. This
determines the financial institutions to have their own definitions, but this will create
unsubstantiality. Because of the fact the Basel Committee wanted to underline only
the minimum standards for all the financial institutions, as well as the non-existence
of a concrete definition of this risk, in practice were adopted the list of risk
categories and the analyse of each one. The separation was made in order to cover
all the possible operational risks and to concentrate the most significant causes of
the loss severity met day by day.
The specialized literature presents the opinions of more authors regarding the
operational risk area. Therefore in 2001, The PNC Financial Services Group
recommended a more concise definition for the operational risk, a definition that
should be based more on direct losses and which exclude categorical the business
risk, the strategic risk and the reputational risk: „the operational risk is the risk of the
income direct loss, which results from internal events connected to inadequate
personal, important errors or ilegal behaviour because of the errors or the systems
and processes inadequation, or from external events where the risks are not cover by
the credit, market or interest rate risk ”. Thus the operational risk can be interpreted
as a vulnerability of the financial institution, that can be reduced or eliminated
though an increased control.
2. Approaches for the quantification of the capital need
Basel presents three possible approaches for the quantification of the capital
need: Basic Indicator Approach - the most simple way to determine the operational
risk capital. It uses only one indicator as a replace for the bank general exposure at
the operational risk. Basic Indicator Approach - generally, BIA is used by financial
institutions which are not part of G-10, because this is the most simple way to
calculate the necessary capital for the operational risk. The method uses only one
index as a substitute of the general bank exposure at the operational risk. It is
considered the most adequate method used until managent would dispose of proper
compliance and controlling methods with a minimum work volume. So, the capital
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demand is determined by using a procent of 15 to the gross income of the bank for the
last three years:
n
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Standard Approach – this approach supposes to organise the activity of the
financial institution in 8 standard business lines. These lines use, as a common index,
the gross income. So it is not a must to have operational losses calculated. This kind
of approach it is used by the banks until they implement an informatic systems for the
capital data, procedures to follow the internal experiences and a planning for losses.
The approach supposes organising the financial institution activity in eight standard
business lines which use as common index the gross income. This means that we
don’t need to colect data which regards the operational losses, but it has to dispose by
efficient standards of the risk management. This approach is used until banks
implement proper management informatic systems for the capital data which refers to
the capital and different procedures that regards the internal experiences and the loss;
Advanced Measurement Approach – supposes that the minimum requirements for the
operational risk are determined by the internal data and models. In this case the
minimum requirement of capital needed to meet operational risk is estimated on the
internal methods. These methods have to be integrated by the bank risk management
and also have to be validated by the supervising authority and by the specialised
auditor.
Therefore, the Basel Committee offers flexibility to the financial institutions
to create new methods to estimate minimum level of the own funds/ core capital
needed to cover the operational risk. The minimum qualitative requirements that a
financial institution have to meet are: each financial institutions has to have an
independent risk division; the internal system of measuring operational risk has to be
integrated by the general framework of the risk management; this means monitoring
and reporting all the operations; perpetually reports have to be done for the
management, the senior management, the financial institution and the activity. These
models are integrated in the risk management process and validated, internal and
external, by the Supervision Authority and by the specialized auditor.
To determine the capital need for the operational risk using Advanced
Approach we can use one of the following methods: Internal Measurement
Approach - it uses information generated by the standard approach and for each
business line we have an exposure index, Loss Distribution Approach – it
4

KBIA=risk provisions to cover the operational risk;
GI= global income;
n= the number of last years when the global income was positive
α=15% rate
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determines the possible operational loss distribution for a long period of time, for
each business line or risk type and Scorecard Approach – it determines an initial
level for the operational risk capital. It changes in time by including the fundamental
risk profile for each business line. This approach is preferred when an operational
risk management is developed, because it identifies the number of risk indexes, that
can indicate the fundamental risks cause. The main condition in order to develop a
measurement system for the operational risk is represented by data supervision,
especially the data connected to the bank current activities, technological process
and the risk management procedure.
3. Case Study
In the following lines we want to show how the value of the capital owned by
a company for the operational risk decreases when the companies start to use
advanced methods. Therefore we took a Romanian financial institution. At the
beginning of 2007 it used the Standard Approach for the operational risk, although
its financial group used an internal model. They considered that historical data are
not relevant in order to create scenarios and indexes for measuring loss.
From the eight business lines presented by the Basel Committee, the financial
institution analyzed, is active just in four of them: transactions and sales, retail,
commercial activity and other activities. The relevant index for all the business lines
take into consideration the Gross Income because it reflects very well the
operational risk sensitiveness. A dynamic approach used by the financial institution
proved the increase of the events that generate risk. Also, the Standard Approach
this result. From the made studies we found out that the need of capital for the
operational risk is decreasing in case we use a more advanced method. The capital
decrease is explained by the fact that for the Basic Indicator Approach the capital
needed to cover the operational risk is 15% from the Gross Income; while in the
case of the Standard Approach the risk degree is 12%. This percent is the same for
each business line although they are different from one another and the main
business line is the retail activity.
The next stage of the article presents the level where the financial institution
tried to apply LDA method to quantify the capital need for the operational risk.
Therefore the activity was separated in four business lines, in same way the Basel
Committee separates the activity: Retail, Commercial, Transactions and sales and
Other activities. We observed that the activity developed generated losses because of
the: external fraud, delivery and processes management. In this way we had twelve
cells for the matrix: events/business lines. Because the data was available only at the
aggregate level there were made some suppositions:
- The allocation value and the number of losses for each matrix cell were made
by taking into consideration the contribution of the business line to the gross
income, see Table1 and Table2.
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The frequency follows a Poisson distribution for each the mean is equal to the
variance (the λ parameter is the mean if the month losses). For example, for
the cell Retail λ=4. This means that in one month there are 4 frauds and the
severity follows a Pareto process Pareto (θ, a); where the severity mean was
determined as a ratio between the loss value and the number of events for each
cell, Fig 1.
- The severity follows a Pareto Process (θ, a), where the severity mean was
determined as a report between the loss values and the number of events for
each cell. For example we take again the case of the first cell from the matrix,
Fig 2.
After repeating the process described for each business line we used the
Monte Carlo simulation in order to generate different scenario for the frequency and
for the loss severity. The result can be seen in Fig. 3.
We have to mention that the mean of aggregate loss distribution is equal with
the product between the Poisson mean distribution and the Pareto mean distribution.
For example Poisson Distribution Mean (4 loss events because of the clients, the
products and the commercial practices) multiplied with Pareto Distribution Mean
(loss mean is 7453, 0564 RON for the Retail activity) give us the aggregate Loss
Distribution Mean (the loss in this month is 29809,5593 RON). This mean
represents the provision level that has to be made by the financial institution in order
to cover the medium losses that can appear normally during the activity. In
conclusion, in case of loss because of the clients, products or commercial practices
characteristic for the retail activity, the financial institution has to make a provision
of 29809,5593 RON.
To establish the capital reserve to cover the unexpected losses there are used
the repartition functions for the aggregate loss distribution for different confidence
levels2 (VaR), from which the expected loss is eliminated. The expected loss has the
same value for all the confidence levels.
For example, in the case mentioned before, the matrix line: business and the
event: retail activity, the results were:
- if the financial institution wants to cover the medium losses generated by the
clients, products or commercial practices, it has make a provision of
29812,22561 RON;
- if the financial institution wants to protect the stability of this business line
against the losses generated by the clients, products or commercial practices, it
has to create a supplementary capital to cover different potential loss of
52494,3142 RON (for this case Basel Committee recommendation is
respected, the confidence gap in 99.9%);
- in the case this institution doesn’t create the reserves presented, in a month the
institution can have losses generated by the clients, products or commercial
practices of 82306,5398 RON. This losses can affect both t he profitability and
the shareholders financial results. For a trust interval of 99.9% there is 0.1%
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chances to have a loss of 82306,5398 RON. This is the reason that a lot of
authors considers the Basel standard very strict and prefers a trust interval
between 95% and 99%.
4. Conclusions
Taking into consideration the values obtained we can mention that in the case
of Standard Approach we have a different percentage of the needed capital for each
business line and the main activity developed by the financial institution is the retail
activity. Also for the Loss Distribution method, we can consider that the simulation
results are transparent and very easy to interpret and the repartition function for
different trust interval is very easy to view. That is why we can consider it a very
good instrument in generating the aggregate loss and the information need by the
risk managers.
In time, by applying the Basic Indicator Approach or the Standard Approach
we realized that between the capital level and the level of the operational risk we can
not establish a clear connection, because there are a lot of situations when the
financial institutions are exposed to important risks and they do not calculate a
correct limit to protect themselves.
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TABLES
Table 1 the loss value on event and business line, as a percentage from the aggregate
loss
Execution and
Business Line / Event/ External
Clients, products and delivery of the
Severity
Fraud
commercial practices processes
Retail
1,1776%
13,7384%
24,3365%
Commercial
1,0532%
12,2879%
21,7671%
Transactions and Sales
0,1799%
2,0988%
3,7178%
Other Activities
0,5893%
6,8750%
12,1785%
Source: proper processing
Table 2 the number of losses on events and business lines, as a percentage from the
total loss
Execution and
Business Line / Event/ External
Clients, products and delivery of the
Severity
Fraud
commercial practices processes
Retail
20,8036% 4,2857%
14,0179%
Commercial
18,6607% 3,8393%
12,6786%
Trading and Sales
3,2143%
0,7143%
2,1429%
Other activities
10,4464% 2,1429%
7,0536%
Source: proper processing
GRAPHICS
Fig 1: Frauds distribution in one month for the retail activity

Fig 2: Loss value distribution for the retail activity because of the clients, products
and commercial practices
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Fig. 3: The aggregate loss distribution
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